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CHAPTER FIVE 

READING: LISTENING TO THE VOICE OF THE DEAD 

READING: LISTENING TO THE VOICE OF THE DEAD 

au0dh\ texnh/essa li/qou le/ge ti/j to/d’ [a1galma] 

sth~sen  0Apo/llwnoj bwmo\n e0paglai+ [w~n].
1 

                                                         

O voice, rising from the stone, say who has set up this statue to 

give brilliance to the altar of Apollo. 

                                         Inscription on a funerary statue. 

             (Translation following J. Svenbro, Phrasikleia.)
2
 

 

  

kai\ a0pokriqei\j ei]pen: le/gw u9mi=n, e0a\n ou[toi 

siwph/sousin, oi9 li/qoi kra/cousin. 

 

And answering, he said, “I say to you, if these should be silent, the stones 

will cry out.” 

                                                                        Luke 19.40 

 

In his discussion of the Harklean New Testament, Günther Zuntz describes the 

contribution of the scribe, ‘Euthalius’ (or X). Zuntz’s description of Euthalius’ task 

is suggestive. He notes that, although taking the role of a copyist, Euthalius is 

anxious to present an accurate reading (a0nagnw/sewn a0kribesta/thn) of the text 

and to this end devises a “skilful” apparatus of tables.
3
 An apparatus of this sort 

facilitates analytical textual study and apparently reflects a graphocentric approach. 

However, as Zuntz notes, Euthalius’ concern extends beyond the ‘mere’ mechanics 

of transmission, or the competent and accurate copying of the text. His central aim 

is the successful transmission of the text’s ‘voice’. Zuntz takes Euthalius’ use of 

                                                
1 Normalised spelling 
2  Svenbro presents an interesting discussion on the use here of texnh/essa : Svenbro, J. 1993:56-63. 
3 Zuntz, G. 1945:78 and discussion on page 84. 
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tomo/j (cutting) literally, in that he physically ‘cuts’ up the text.
 4
 However, it also 

suggests a conscious reflection of “o0rqotomou~nta to\n lo/gon th=j a0lhqei/aj.” (2 

Tim 2.15). Euthalius is not simply dividing or segmenting the text into discrete and 

analysable sections, he is seeking to help the future reader extract its sense or to 

‘hear its voice’.   

 

Accordingly, Zuntz notes that Euthalius works as a grammarian, seeking to indicate 

how the text can be read kaq’ u9po/krisin (appropriate expression), kata\ 

prosw|di/an (right pitch and tone) and kata\ diastolh/n (observing the intervals).
5
 

In Zuntz’s words, the grammarian’s efforts “centre upon a0na/gnwsij: he 

transforms the indistinct, dead grammata into viva vox.”
6
 As the previous chapter 

has noted the use of ‘viva vox’, is significant, particularly, as it now appears in a 

bipolar relationship with ‘dead letters’. This creates an interesting and suggestive 

contrast that might provide the key in understanding the relationship between oral 

and written modes.   

 

In this respect, it is important to approach the written material of the early church in 

a more orally minded way. In what ways can the ‘living voice’ be identified and 

accessed in codex P66? Furthermore, in what ways, other than reading the written 

letters, does this codex ‘speak to me’ and how am I to respond? In other words, do 

the manuscripts and documents of early Christianity operate in meta-literate ways?
7
 

                                                
4 Zuntz, G. 1945:84 (and 78). 
5 Zuntz, G. 1945:89. 
6 Zuntz, G. 1945:89. 
7 Rosalind Thomas uses the term ‘non-literate’ which relates to, “features in the use of writing which 

are not dependent on the simple content of the writing alone, but where other elements, symbolic, 

religious, visual, contribute to the function of the written text.”: Thomas, R. 1992:89. However, like 

‘non-graphocentric’, it appears to create a false division between texts that were read and those that 
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5.1. The Decalogue: Reading the stones 

An examination of the Decalogue might be helpful in understanding the different 

ways a written text could operate and be accessed by those who used it. Its 

centrality to Jewish life and consciousness provides an understanding of the Jewish 

‘literary’ context from which Christianity grew.
8
 Such a study would also, 

necessarily, engage with questions concerning why texts were written (and how 

they functioned) within a primary oral context. Although it will be argued that the 

Decalogue had an important role in national identity and social cohesion, the study 

will also provide an opportunity to explore, what is an essentially religious written 

text in meta-literate ways. 

 

It must first be noted that issues of historical fact, as to whether the Ten 

Commandments were actually brought down from Mount Sinai by Moses and 

subsequently kept in an Ark, need not concern this discussion. What is salient is the 

importance of the concept of the Decalogue within early Judaism and how that 

concept could have influenced the future use of written texts. It is also 

acknowledged that the example of the Decalogue does not demonstrate the only 

way written texts might have functioned within ancient Judaism. However, it is 

precisely its archaic (or its apparent archaic) influence upon Jewish and later early 

Christian consciousness that will be explored. As Rosalind Thomas observes, “[t]he 

mere presence of writing in the ancient world tells us comparatively little; what is 

most interesting is how it comes to function, and what particular use is made of its 

                                                                                                                                   
were not. Meta-literate suggests a textual polyvalency which allows it to be approached and function 

in ways that are non-literate, while not rejecting that it can also function as a literate text. 
8 Although I incline to the view of a blending of cultural values within the (particularly urban) 

context of early Christianity, in so far as literary and oral issues are concerned, establishing an 

overall Jewish context is essential. 
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potentials.”
9
 

 

One of the most immediate and central questions is, if one accepts that ancient 

Israelite society was principally pre-literate, why were the Ten Commandments 

committed to writing? Both the Exodus and Deuteronomic accounts refer to the fact 

that the Law and the Covenant were disseminated orally.
10

 In the light of this, the 

written form of the Decalogue can disclose a number of clues concerning written 

texts within early Judaism. Its centrality to Jewish thought may also indicate how 

similar texts were perceived. This is important as the presence of written codes/laws 

is sometimes taken as evidence of graphocentrity.
11

 An understanding of function 

can provide a new understanding for an apparent document-minded mentality 

characterised by the ge/graptai (it is written) statements. 

 

5.1.1. Who wrote the Ten Commandments? 

Although sounding like a trick Sunday school quiz question, unravelling the ‘facts’ 

concerning who inscribed the tablets of stone is fraught with difficulties. The Sinai 

event is recounted in a number of different forms. This makes deciding who wrote 

on which tablets and precisely what was written on them difficult to discover. 

However, such reworking/revision of the Decalogue account is, in itself, suggestive 

in that there was felt to be a need to frequently revisit and reinterpret the story.  

 

Friedman’s reconstruction of the J Exodus account, commonly held to be the 

earliest ‘layer’, describes Yahweh instructing Moses to cut two stone tablets (Ex 

                                                
9 Thomas, R. 1992:27. 
10 Particularly Exodus. 24.3 and 34.32ff. The main section of Deuteronomy takes the form of an oral 

discourse.  
11 For example: Millard, A. 2000:204. 
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34.1a) and Moses inscribing upon them the “words of the covenant, the Ten 

Commandments” (Ex 34.28).
12

 Later writers/editors moved this section until after 

the primary Sinai event, having replaced it with an account of God inscribing the 

stone tablets (Ex 32.15). These tablets were then subsequently broken when Moses 

returned to the camp. The account by J was then repositioned to describe the writing 

of the replacement tablets. It is perhaps significant that Deuteronomist appears to 

emphasise that this second set of tablets was also divinely written. He has Moses 

saying to the people that the Lord had told him to carve out two tablets and that he 

(God) “will write on the tablets the words that were on the former tablets.” Moses 

then describes how he followed the Lord’s instructions and God “wrote on the 

tablets” (Deut 10.2-4).  

 

It is tempting to describe the text as undergoing a process in which the event 

becomes increasingly imbued with the qualities of divine intervention. The 

‘original’ story describes Moses, under the direction of God, chiselling out God’s 

dictated words onto the stone tablets. In later retellings, the divine agency comes 

increasingly to the fore, resulting in God directly inscribing the stones. Later 

traditions present the words themselves as exhibiting supernatural characteristics. 

Pseudo-Philo describes the letters vanishing from the tablets when Moses sees the 

golden calf.
13

 Rabbi Nathan and the Targum Pseudo-Jonathan write that the letters 

“flew away” to return to the heavens, which according to j.Ta'anit 4.5, caused the 

tablets to become so heavy that Moses dropped and broke them.
14

 These much later 

interpretations are probable attempts to explain Moses’ apparent blasphemous act in 

                                                
12 Friedman, R. E. 1999:132, 134. 
13 Pseudo-Philo Biblical Antiquities 12.5 cited in Kugel, J. 1997:426. 
14 Cited in: Kugel, J. 1997:426-427. 
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destroying God’s handiwork.
15

 However, it is also significant that such traditions 

build upon the concept of a divine agency involved in the writing of the tablets.  

Such appeals to the divine, as an authorisation, are consonant with both Jewish and 

Greek experience.  

 

The letter of Aristeas to Philocrates, thought to date from around 100 BCE, 

describes the translation of the Septuagint.
16

 Aristeas describes the translation 

process and its associated rituals. He appears to be concerned to stress the quality of 

the translators and the accuracy of their work.
17

 Apart from  blessing the 

proceedings, the only hint that Aristeas gives concerning divine intervention is the 

‘coincidence’ that the work was completed in seventy-two days which was the same 

number of translators involved.
18

 Broadly mirroring Aristeas, Josephus’ account 

emphasises the painstakingly hard work undertaken by those involved.
19

 However, 

Philo (Mosis. 2.37d) downplays this human aspect by stressing that: 

[The translators] became as it were possessed, and, under 

inspiration, wrote, not each several scribe something different, 

but the same word for word, as though dictated to each by an 

invisible prompter.
20

  

 

Both Aristeas (with Josephus) and Philo are employing strategies for ‘validating’ 

(or according authority) to a written text. However, Philo appeals to divine 

intervention, rather than human acumen as the mark of authority. He also 

                                                
15 In his Dictionary of Judaica, Cohn-Sherbok describes the order of events as: Moses first wrote 

them and then on returning to the camp he broke the tablets. These were then replaced by a second 

inscribed set of tablets. Cohn-Sherbok, D. 1992:536. Childs argues that Yahweh writes the 

Decalogue and Moses is commissioned to write the Law: Childs, B. M. 1979:133-135. 
16 Date purported by Würthwein: Würthwein, E. 1995:64.  
17 Aristeas. Arist. 31-32, 302, 310. 
18 "w#ste e0n h9me/raij e9bdomh/konta dusi\ teleiwqh~nai ta\ th~j metagrafh~j, oi9onei kata\ 
pro/qesi/n tina tou~ toiou/tou gegenhme/nou." Aristeas.  Arist. 307b. 
19 Josephus. Antiq. 12.48-112 (particularly 104). 
20 Translation by F. Colson. 1959:465.   
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emphasises the divine origin of the Law by referring to it as being given by the 

voice of God (qespisqe/ntaj).
21

 

 

Such an appeal to divine agency is perhaps not surprising for a text that is 

essentially religious. It will be shown later that the identification with the divine 

figure and written texts becomes increasingly important within Judaism as those 

texts are attributed a greater role within the nation. These strategies for 

authenticating certain written texts are also employed by the early church, as they 

too encounter similar social and religious pressures. This suggests that there is a 

simple development from perceiving the written text in a non-supernatural way 

(Moses writing down the laws) to one that attributes a high degree of divine 

participation - perhaps for simplicity we can call it ‘low-cult’ to ‘high-cult’ textual 

perception. However, such a simple linear movement usually belies social actuality 

and should be treated tentatively.
22

 

 

Appeals to the divine are also reflected within Classical Greece.
23

 Rosalind Thomas 

observes that even in the late Classical period legal inscriptions were overtly 

associated with a divine guardian.
24

 Many of the monumental inscriptions were 

placed near, or actually on, Temple walls. These inscriptions often contained a 

warning that defacing the monument would incur the wrath of a deity. What is 

particularly significant is that, generally, these statutes were not the established 

                                                
21 Philo. Mosis. 2.34 
22 It is not that I don’t think such a thing is happening, but that such a position does not allow for 

synchronic differences or that the reasons behind such moves are more complex than simply a group 
of people becoming more ‘extravagant’ in their claims about their written texts. 
23 Although, this study has specifically limited its focus to the Jewish, Greek and Roman cultures, 

this practice appears to reflect a more general association between written law codes and the divine. 

For example, the prologue and epilogue of the Laws of Hammurabi (1904) repeatedly draws 

attention to the close relationship between Hammurabi and the divine figures.   
24 Thomas, R. 1992:146.  
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social codes of that city, but new and perhaps controversial rules. In other words, 

the use of inscription and an explicit appeal to divine protection was a political 

strategy to gain the law’s acceptance and therefore gain compliance by the 

population.   

 

A close association between the written text and the divine appears to have been 

central to the perception of the Decalogue. In the telling and retelling of its 

conception and continuing use, the divine agency was increasingly emphasised. 

Undoubtedly, the individual nature of the Jewish context informed such a cultic 

association, but appeals to a ‘higher’ authority for the validation of certain laws 

could also indicate particular political interests and concerns.  However, this does 

not address the central issue of why the Decalogue was written rather than 

transmitted orally. 

 

5.1.2. The Decalogue as a written text 

It has been noted that both the Exodus and Deuteronomic accounts refer to oral 

modes of teaching.
25

 There appears to have been an adequate and effective social 

structure for the purely oral dissemination and explication of the law. In 

neighbouring cultures, an oral law code shared by the population appears to have 

been the norm, with only newer statues being committed to public writing (as 

inscriptions).
26

 The idea that the Ten Commandments were inscribed into stone so 

that future generations could come along and learn them is, therefore, deeply 

unsatisfactory.  

 

                                                
25  See page 4 footnote 10. 
26 Discussing the Greek Polis, Thomas argues that normative law codes would have become endemic 

among the population base from its pre-literate phases: Thomas, R. 1992:145ff. 
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What is being expressed by the tablets of stone seems to be more than an exercise in 

simply ‘getting the thing down in writing’. If the objective was to preserve the 

sacred text, word for word (in a graphocentric manner), it was spectacularly 

unsuccessful; compare Exodus 20.2-17 with Deuteronomy 5.1-22.
27

 Such variations 

in wording are significant. Of all the six hundred and thirteen commands and 

statutes believed to have been given to Moses on Mt Sinai, the Ten 

Commandments, being brief and (broadly) formulaic, are the ones most eminently 

suitable for oral transmission.
28

 However, they are the ones that are committed to 

writing and, despite this, they are textually (both in wording and word order) very 

unstable.
29

 Therefore, in actuality the stone tablets appeared to have functioned in a 

distinctly non-literary way. 

 

To a graphocentric mindset, the publication of a written text tends to be seen as a 

democratising force. The dissemination of reports by Governmental bodies on the 

internet (again taking the written form) in a bid for greater ‘transparency’, is 

consequently hailed as a step forward for democracy. It can be argued that, within 

literate societies, a ‘text’ is most effectively broadcast into the public domain 

through the written (print) form rather than by word of mouth. However, for a 

non/pre-literate society the reverse is the case. The writing down of a text 

effectively excludes those who are unable to read it. This places the control of the 

text into the hands of the literate minority. This minority become its gatekeepers 

and, not only ensure who does and does not have (aural) access to it, but also 

                                                
27 Freund, R. A. 1998:124-141. 
28 Kugel refers to a Jewish tradition which claims that Moses received 613 commandments: Kugel, J. 

L. 1997:378; 380. 
29 For variations (particularly in order) through Jewish and Christian tradition see table in: Freund, R. 

A. 1998:135. Also see section ‘Which Ten Commandments?’ in: Kugel, J. L. 1997:382-386. 
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control how it is understood and used.
30

 The role of the grammateus as an 

interpreter of a text, in addition to the role of textual gatekeepers, cannot be 

overstated and, not only informs the Jewish literary world, but also that of the early 

church.
31

  In this sense, the process of inscribing the Ten Commandments, rather 

than making their contents plain and open to all, serves to obfuscate and restrict its 

contents. 

 

5.1.3. The Decalogue as a ‘Living Voice’ 

All this is still focussed upon the literal, but it does serve to demonstrate that the 

stone tablets should not be approached as simple a graphocentric record. A more 

satisfactory solution to the problems posed by the stone tablets may be found in 

their meta-literate functions. This is particularly significant as the employment of 

the written mode is dependent upon pre-existing social and cultural customs and 

characteristics. Consequently, an early written text would be more likely to conform 

to pre-literate oral functions than later literary ones.
32

  

 

5.1.3.1. The Decalogue as metonymy 

In a culture which assumes that the ‘natural’ medium for writing is paper, there can 

                                                
30  The idea of textual gatekeepers who control a text has been applied to the early Christian context 

in Kim Haines-Eitzen’s Guardians of Letters: Haines-Eitzen, K. 2000. It also underlies Kelber’s 

thesis in relation to the written form suppressing ‘heretical’ or counter-traditions. Kelber, W. 1979 

and 1997.   
31 I have deliberately retained grammateus rather than ‘scribe’ as I feel scribe is open to 

misunderstanding. One of the problems is that scribe has become too closely associated with the act 

of writing. It must also be noted that different groups within Judaism could also approach the task of 
interpretation in different ways. Jaffee (2001) observes that the Qumran interpretive tradition 

emphasised the ‘immediacy’ of the text, whilst the Pharisaic community appears to have emphasised 

its historical tradition. The important point remains that, although individual oral-performative 

traditions (see p10) may vary, the text needed to be mediated through an interpretive frame: Jaffee, 

M. 2001.   
32 See above, section 3.4.1. 
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be a tendency to overlook the significance of inscriptions on stone.
33

 To the modern 

mind, the durability of the material naturally suggests that the monument or tablet is 

a physical metaphor for the ‘immutability’ of that which is inscribed upon it. 

However, within the ancient world there appears to be a far richer complex of 

associations. It has been argued that the first attempts to write involved scratching 

marks on a rock.
34

 Referring to the Iliad (17.599), Svenbro observes that gra/fein 

can also mean “to scratch”.
35

 However, it was often the rocks themselves (or their 

locations) that held the social and religious significance which in turn gave rise to 

the epigraphy.
36

 In this respect, it was primarily the rocks that carried conveyed 

meaning. This is characteristic of a pre-literate world view. Stones and pillars are 

erected as markers of events or agreements. They are visual reminders. As Rosalind 

Thomas observes, the advent of writing does little to change the overall impact and 

function of the marker.
37

 In fact, the inscriptions seem to add very little information. 

In the case of debt markers, the location of the stone will be enough to remind the 

community of those involved. The stone carries the message; the written word 

simply enforces its existing function.
38

 Consequently, we need to understand the 

Decalogue in terms of how such inscriptions were seen to operate.  

 

In some respects, the tablets of stone resemble monumental inscriptions within the 

                                                
33 Thomas makes the important point that, although most publications give the dimensions of an 

inscription, it is easy to ignore their physical appearance (height and width), thus missing valuable 

information. Thomas, R. 1992:84.  
34 Doblhofer, E. 1973. 
35 Svenbro, J. 1993:93. 
36 One example can be found in David Craig’s discussion of Uluru in Australia: Craig,  D. 1995:102-

111 (particularly 105). This is a good example of Thomas’s argument that early writing practices 
were developed in pre-existing non-literate ways. 
37 See section of non-rational use of writing: Thomas, R. 1992. 
38 “The main two points which emerge here are first that the written element is inseparable from the 

non-written (the stone, tomb, witnesses); and secondly that the use and function of the written 

element are influences by the earlier (non-written) custom and continuation of the oral methods of 

memorial and proof.” Thomas, R. 1992:90 also relevant are pp 4 and 84.  
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wider ancient world. They represented authority. Primarily, the tribute lists and 

decrees erected in conquered territories were not there to inform, but to intimidate 

and impress.
39

 Thomas notes that many legal inscriptions in Classical Greece were 

obscure. Their ambiguous wording and the stylised ornamental writing, punctuation 

and peculiar word division suggested their main purpose was effect rather than 

legibility.
40

 Furthermore, the relatively low levels of literacy and instances of highly 

ornate inscriptions point to the intent of public “mystification”, rather than clarity.
41

 

In other words, the public were not expected to read the wording, their purpose was 

to inspire and impress. They also provided a social function, in that they symbolised 

a political or legal structure and, through lists of traitors and heroes, conveyed a 

sense of identity in defining, protecting and confirming social values.
42

   

 

It is possible to see the Decalogue functioning in a similar way. It acts as a 

metonymy for the divine figure and is, consequently, a symbol of his authority 

within the nation. Its importance to national identity can be seen in the way it was 

always located at the heart of the community, placed within the Ark of the 

Covenant. Socially and politically, in a nation that was (intended) to have no king, 

such a physical symbol of authority and social cohesion was of vital importance. 

The rocks of the tablets (presumably from Sinai itself) presented a clear symbol of 

the events which happened there, pertaining to kingship, law and the Covenant. The 

religious associations of stones must also have been acknowledged. 

 

So far, this tells us very little that is new. The symbolic quality of the Ten 

                                                
39 Thomas, R. 1992:144. 
40 Thomas, R. 1992:88 and 99. 
41 Thomas, R. 1992:145. 
42 Thomas, R. 1992:139. For the importance of inscriptions in maintaining the concept of kle/oj 
(fame) within the ancient Greek world see: Svenbro, J. 1993: Chapters 1and 5.  
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Commandments is made plain by their subsequent history on the battlefield and in 

the tabernacle. However, what must be emphasised here is the (sacred, political 

and/or national) significance and importance of the written text as a physical entity. 

This is central to understanding how ancient societies initially perceived the 

purpose of writing; whether as inscriptions scratched onto drinking vessels, 

funerary stelae, or huge tribute monuments. Writing simply added to the existing 

symbolic function. Rosalind Thomas offers an excellent description of such an 

orally-minded approach to the written form: 

The main two points which emerge here are, first that the written element is 

inseparable from the non-written (the stone, tomb or witness); and secondly 

that the use and function of the written element are influenced by the earlier 

(non-written) custom and the continuation of the oral methods of memorial 

and proof.
43

 

 

5.2. An anthropology of reading: ‘making words live’ 

Jesper Svenbro’s work on the anthropology of reading in Ancient Greece is 

significant in that it presents one of the few instances where written texts are studied 

from the perspective of reading rather than the actual process of writing.
44

 Eleven 

years earlier, Eric Havelock had urged the academic community to consider that, 

“the actual conditions of literacy depend upon the history not of writing but of 

reading.”
45

   

Svenbro’s research, therefore, goes some way to meet this glaring deficit in the 

study of written textuality and demonstrates how such an approach can shed new 

light on the way in which written texts functioned. Svenbro provides some 

illuminating insights that could help to identify the ways in which scripture (and 

                                                
43   Thomas, R. 1992:90. 
44   Svenbro, J. 1993. 
45   Havelock, E. A. 1982:56. 
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particularly the Decalogue) worked within ancient Jewish consciousness. It also 

brings us back to Zuntz’s description of the dead grammata being transformed into 

viva vox.
46

 

 

Early inscriptions tended to be in the first person.
47

 The funerary sh~ma of 

Phrasikleia (dated around 540 BCE) declares: 

sh~ma Frasiklei/aj kou/rh keklh/somai ai0ei/,  

a0nti\ ga/mou para\ qew~n tou~to laxous’ o1noma. 

 

I, Phrasikleia’s sêma, shall always be called girl, having received this 

name from the gods instead of marriage.
48

  

 

An example of an even earlier inscription is the eighth century BCE bronze statuette 

which is inscribed: “Mantiklos dedicated me.”
49

 This tendency is instructive 

concerning early-literate (as opposed to pre-literate) approaches to writing and, 

particularly, reading.
50

 It has been argued that such a characteristic is suggestive of 

an animist or ‘vitalist’ function which endows the inscribed object with speech.
51

 

Svenbro dismisses such claims as “indemonstrable and at odds with the facts” as the 

Greeks were aware that it is the reader, rather than the written inscription (except in 

a metaphorical sense), that speaks.
52

  

 

A more satisfactory explanation for the use of the first person is the way that it 

                                                
46 Zuntz, G. 1945:89. 
47 Svenbro, J. 1993:29-30; 173. See also, Thomas, R. 1992:58-59. 
48 Translation by Svenbro: Svenbro, J. 1993:17. 
49 Svenbro, J. 1993:30 
50 It must be noted that the first two commands of the Decalogue are expressed in the first person 

singular (Ex. 20.2-6) with the remaining commands taking the third person singular. For various 

discussions of this switch within the Jewish tradition see: Kugel, J. L. 1997:376-377.  
51 Burzachechi cited by Svenbro, J. 1993:41. 
52 Svenbro, J. 1993:41. 
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bridges the gap between the speech-act of composition and the speech-act of 

reading.
53

 If my reading of Svenbro is correct, he argues that the use of ‘ego’ brings 

the quality of Hierheit (or ‘hereness’) to the text. After the inscription is made, the 

writer is “no longer there” and consequently enters the third person; the one that is 

beyond or “over there”.
54

 The object (taking the first person) effectively bridges 

(Hierheit) that temporal and/or spatial distance so that the reader actually 

participates again in the original speech event which created the inscription. In other 

words, the object, because of the form of its inscription, is a continuing and tangible 

presence of the temporal and ethereal speech act.   

 

If Svenbro is correct, this presents an interesting way of understanding the 

relationship between speech and writing. A written text is dependent upon finding a 

voice and without such a voice it remains incomplete, literally voiceless.
55

 The text, 

in this sense, remains a string of meaningless, unintelligible and dead letters. It can 

only be accessed when the gra/mmata finds their voice in that of the reader. In 

order for this to happen, the reader must become subservient to the text. The 

reader’s voice (the sonorous aspect) no longer belongs to him (and it probably 

would be a him), but is relinquished to the text.
56

 The reading event is thus 

described by Svenbro: 

At the moment of reading, the reader relinquishes his voice to 

what is written and to the absent writer. That means his voice is 

not his own as he reads. While it is employed to bring the dead 

letters to life, it belongs to what is written.
57

 

 

                                                
53 Svenbro, J. 1993:42-43. 
54 Svenbro, J. 1993:42. 
55 Svenbro, J. 1993:4; 44-45; 85-86. 
56 Svenbro, J. 1993:46; 142. 
57 Svenbro, J. 1993:3. This idea is repeated on pp 44-45. 
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What Svenbro is describing is an interchange of power between the written text and 

the reader. Initially, because the writer is absent, the text is powerless (or dead). As 

the majority cannot read, the writing is intelligible.
58

 However, the voice of the 

reader is relinquished so that the dead letters may become a viva vox. In so doing, 

the initial position of power enjoyed by the reader is appropriated by the text. To 

describe this, Svenbro provocatively uses the Greek image of pederasty, where the 

written text takes the active part of the e0rasth/j (lover) while the reader takes the 

part of its passive partner e0rwme/noj (beloved).
59

 While it is open to question just 

how far one can press such an analogy is open to question, his analysis of the power 

relationship between reader and text is important. It by understanding the relational 

interaction between the reader, text and writing that provides a possible explanation 

as to why, in a predominantly oral society, some texts were written down, as well as 

how they functioned.  

 

5.2.1. Bringing life to the dead 

One of the earliest uses of writing was on funerary objects.
60

 Consequently, writing 

appears to have been set in an early association with the spatial and temporal 

distance caused by death. The author (or implied author), being dead, is no longer 

physically present. Svenbro demonstrates that memorial stelea functioned, not 

simply as markers of remembrance, but actively participated in the continuation of 

                                                
58 As inscriptions tended to be written scriptio continua and with no punctuation, the reader would 

also be ignorant to the text. Only as the words were 'sounded out' one at a time would realisation 

come. Svenbro points out the etymological association of 'recognition' with a0na/gnwsij : Svenbro, 
J. 1993:18. 
59 See Chapter 10: Svenbro, J. 1993:187-216. These thoughts are discussed further by Dupont who 

cites a Latin inscription, “I, who am reading, am buggered” (ego qui lego pedicor) as support: 

Dupont, F. 1999: 207-210. 
60 Svenbro, J. 1993:9. 
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an individual’s presence and, particularly their kle/oj (renown).
61

 Writing had a 

dynamic character which was unlocked, or given life to, by the reader’s voice. In 

other words, writing was not primarily undertaken to passively record data for 

future posterity. As already noted, as records of ‘historical’ fact, such written texts 

often offer frustratingly little information.
62

 Their function lies in the effect caused 

by the vocalisation of the ‘dead’ letters. A text was written in order that its 

beneficence (or in the case of curses, malignancy) should be perpetuated, even in 

the author’s bodily absence.
63

  

 

Florence Dupont describes this process as “writing sandwiched between two 

voices”, in which writing acts as a conduit through which the voice can travel.
64

 In 

this sense reading becomes the means of “transition between two oralities.”
65

 

Applying this to the use of the Sibylline Books, Dupont rejects Svenbro’s reader in 

the role of the passive e0rwme/noj, arguing that s/he has power of the written text 

using it for oral recomposition.
66

 The reading event is essentially a unique oral 

event. In this way, Dupont pushes Svenbro’s model to creative extremes. The reader 

creates an event never before ‘oralised’. However, she does not elaborate as to just 

how creative the reader could be with the written text. Conceivably, it could depend 

upon the type of text that is being ‘re-oralised’. Nevertheless, Svenbro and Dupont 

are both describing an active and dynamic (geographical and temporal) bridge 

through which the initial creative event is (re-)played in front of a new audience. 

                                                
61 Svenbro, J. 1993:8-25. 
62 Thomas, R. 1992:96-99. 
63 How this operates with written curses see: Thomas, R. 1992:80-82. 
64  See Chapter Six of: Dupont, F. 1999. 
65  Dupont, F. 1999:220. 
66 “The writing does not serve to fix an oral performance in order to preserve the statement it makes; 

instead, it is used to recompose a new oral performance on the basis of that statement, which in 

effect implies the creation of a new statement, never before oralized.”: Dupont, F. 1999:221. 
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Consequently, inscriptions function polyvalently. Their physical presence enforces 

the quality of ‘hereness’ (Hierheit) of the message despite authorial absence. This 

absence is bridged when future readers lend to the written text their own voices as a 

substitute for that of the author’s. However, we should also note an interesting 

paradox occurring here. There is a sense in which the written form presents the 

brute fact of separation (geographically or temporally); that is why it is there. To 

borrow from Florence Dupont, the ‘us’ of the oral event is separated into the ‘you’ 

(here) and the ‘I’ (there).
67

 In other words, it is a memorial to a ruptured 

relationship. However, that relationship is healed once the text has been voiced. 

Consequently, the written form emphasises distance, while at the same time is the 

means of (re-)establishing that relationship. If we are to apply this to the Decalogue, 

the tablets physically denote divine alterity and separateness, whilst also 

functioning as a means through which the ‘you’ and ‘I’ can once more be ‘us’. 

Rather than passively transmitting information, the message itself is perceived as 

active with a predefined purpose. The full significance of these factors can be 

illustrated with respect to the notion of law within early Greek society. 

 

Again, it is noted at the outset that there are important differences between the 

Greek and Jewish notions and experience of law. However, it is the aspect of 

distance and participation that is relevant to our discussion. The resolution of the 

problem of authorial distance, in the case of death by funerary memorials and 

inscribed objects, gave rise to a more abstract notion of authority and the written 

                                                
67  Dupont, F. 1999:118. 
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text. This is best illustrated by two examples of lawgivers.
68

  

 

5.2.2. Giving voice to the law 

In his Lives of Lycurgus and Numa, Plutarch describes and contrasts the life and 

works of Lycurgus (?c600 BCE) of Sparta with that of Numa, the legendary second 

king of Rome. Plutarch relates how the Spartans persuaded their former king, 

Lycurgus, to return to their country from a self-imposed exile.
69

 Once back in 

Sparta, Lycurgus institutes a system of laws which he formulated while exiled in 

Crete.
70

 Plutarch then explains that: 

None of his laws were put into writing by Lycurgus, indeed one of 

the so called ‘rhetras’ forbids it. For he thought that if the most 

important and binding principles which conduce to the propriety and 

virtue of a city were implanted in the habits and training of its 

citizens, they would remain unchanged and secure, having a stronger 

bond than compulsion in the fixed purposes imparted to the young by 

education, which performs the office of a law-giver for every one of 

them.
71

  

 

In this way Lycurgus assigns the function of law making, “wholly and entirely to 

education.”
72

 Lycurgus’ law is oral and safeguards (by means of a rhetra) are 

established in order that it remains so. Although such an anti-literary stance 

comports with evidence that suggests a minimal use of public writing in Sparta, the 

                                                
68 This section is a development of Svenbro. However, Svenbro appears to be a little selective with 

his details of Numa and consequently I differ in my interpretation: Svenbro, J. 1993:123-144. 
69 Plutarch. Lycurgus. 3.1-5.1 
70 Plutarch. Lycurgus. 4.1 and Herodotus 1.65-6. 
71 Translation by Perrin: "No/mouj de\ gegramme/nouj o9 Lukou~rgoj ou0k e!qhken, a0lla\ mi/a tw~n 
kaloume/nwn r9htrw~n e9stin au#th. Ta\ me\n ga\r kuriw/tata kai\ megista pro\j eu0daimonia/an 
po/lewj kai\ a0reth/n, e0n to~ij h!qesin w|!eto kai\ tai\j a0gwgai=j tw~n lolitw~n 
e0gkatestoixeiwme/na, me/nein a0ki/nhta kai\ be/baia, e!xonta th\n proai/resin desmo\n 
i0sxuro/teron th\j a0na/gkhj, h4n h9 pai/deusij e0mpoiei= toi=j ne/oij, nomoqe/tou dia/qesin 
a0pergazome/nh peri\ e#kaston au0tw~n." Plutarch. Lycurgus. 13.1. 
72 "To\ ga\r o#lon kai\ pa~n th~j nomoqesi/aj e1rgon ei/j th\n paidei/an a0nh~ye." Plutarch. Lycurgus. 
13.1. 
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city state was certainly neither pre-literate nor non-literate.
73

 In fact, Plutarch writes 

of ‘secluded judges’ at election times recording on writing tablets the loudness of 

the shouted support for those being elected.
74

  

 

Having established his law system to his satisfaction, Plutarch then describes 

Lycurgus “ardently desiring” to make his law a0qa/naton (immortal) so that it 

should “go down unchanged to future ages.”
75

 Consequently, Lycurgus called a 

meeting of the citizens and declared that, although the constitution was good, he 

had to go to Delphi to gain the approval of the gods concerning them. In the 

meantime, the populace had to agree to “abide by the established laws and make no 

change or alteration in them until he came back from Delphi in person.”
76

 Lycurgus 

duly went to Delphi where Apollo told him that the laws were good. Having written 

to Sparta with this news, he starved himself to death, thus making bodily return to 

Sparta impossible.
77

 In so doing, the Spartans were bound to the law and unable to 

change them. Promulgated by a system of education, the law remained unchanged 

in the land for five hundred years; the reign of fourteen kings.
78

 The laws were 

effectively rendered immutable by Lycurgus’ cremation and the scattering of his 

ashes over the sea, thus making a release from the law by the return of his mortal 

remains impossible.   

 

Sifting historical fact from the legend of Lycurgus is very difficult. Even Plutarch 

                                                
73 For lack of public writing in Sparta see: Thomas, R. 1992:20 
74 Plutarch. Lycurgus. 26.3. 
75 Plutarch. Lycurgus. 29.1. 
76 Plutarch. Lycurgus. 29.2-3. 
77 Plutarch. Lycurgus. 29.5. 
78 Plutarch. Lycurgus. 29.6. 
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concedes that, “nothing can be said [about Lycurgus] which is not disputed.” 
79

 

Nevertheless, the significance of the story lies in the attitudes that it expresses. 

Through his self-imposed death, Lycurgus’ effectively transformed his law into a 

conceptual abstraction – the Law (o9 no/moj). After the total obliteration of its 

creator’s body, it was no longer identifiable with any one person. Lycurgus’ death 

had established it as being above any one individual, even Lycurgus himself. 

Fourteen kings ruled under it. The law was truly without a body and as such became 

no/moj basileu/j ruling over the people including its kings. No single person had 

the power to change it and although it was without body, it was embodied on the 

lips of all the citizenry. 

 

Plutarch contrasts the life and achievements of Lycurgus with that of Numa. The 

significant difference between the two law makers is that, whereas Lycurgus chose 

to release his laws from any human agency (particularly his own), the laws 

prescribed by Numa became intrinsically ‘tied’ to the man. The difference is 

important. Numa, like Lycurgus, chose to transmit his laws orally through his 

priests.
80

 However, he also appears to have written them down “in his own hand” in 

books, “as the Greek lawgivers their ku/rbeij (tablets).”
81

 Nevertheless, Numa 

deems the oral mode as the proper means of dissemination of the law. Therefore, 

when he dies, he commands that his handwritten books of laws be buried alongside 

him. Numa is “convinced that such mysteries ought not to be entrusted to the care 

of lifeless letters (a0yu/xoij gra/mmaij).
82

 Accordingly, at his burial there were two 

                                                
79 Plutarch. Lycurgus.1.1 
80 Plutarch. Numa. 22.2. 
81 Plutarch. Numa. 22.2. 
82 Plutarch. Numa. 22.2. 
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stone coffins, “one held his body and the other the sacred books.”
83

 Without the 

educational system of Lycurgus, Numa’s laws very quickly died with him, the 

a!yuxa gra/mmata holding it captive until it literally became a no/moj a!yuxoj 

(dead law). Plutarch finishes his account of how, four hundred years after Numa’s 

death, Antias discovers the two coffins. Heavy rain had dislodged the coffin lids. 

On inspection, one coffin was empty with no trace of a body, while the other still 

contained the writings in a state of perfect preservation. The books were 

subsequently burned.
84

 

 

The picture Plutarch paints of Numa is somewhat melancholy (to modern eyes at 

least). Unlike Lycurgus, Numa’s law was forever physically identified with him as a 

person. It is difficult to believe that the word play between the name Numa and 

no/moj (law) is purely coincidental.
85

 The two names appear to be as linked as the 

man was to his laws and in describing them in this way Plutarch is vividly 

portraying the limitations of writing. Once Numa is dead, his law is not only 

without a body, it is without life. Without a reader (or system of oral transmission) 

there is no one to breathe life back into the no/moj a!yuxoj.  

 

Plutarch presents two contrasting pictures which describe the institution of a legal 

system. In the first ‘Law’ is depicted as, initially without a body, but then becoming 

embodied within the citizenry and in the second it is without life having been 

entombed in the amber of dead (unspoken) letters. The dichotomy is marked, not by 

                                                
83 “du/o de\ poihsa/menoi liqi/naj sorou\j, u9po\ to\ i0/a/noklon e1qhkan, th\n me\n e0te/ran e1xousan to\ 
sw~ma, th\n de\ e9te/ran ta\j ie9ra\j biblouj a4j e0gra/yata me\nautoj. w#sper oi9 tw~n e9llh/nwn 
nomoqe/tai tou\j ku/rbeij.” Plutarch. Numa. 22.2. 
84 Plutarch. Numa. 22.5. 
85

 Svenbro cites Servius' assertion that Numa was derived from no/moi: which suggests a strong 
association, within the mindset of Greek speakers (it is acknowledged that this only works in the 

Greek) between the representation of the man and the law: Svenbro, J. 1993:134.  
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the oral and written forms of the law, but by the relationship of the people to those 

laws. Death signified authorial distance in both cases. Numa chose total 

identification with his law. In a sense, Numa became an incarnation of the law.
86

 

Consequently, the law was intrinsically ‘tied’ to him and it, therefore, died when he 

died. On the other hand, Lycurgus gave up his kingship in order to let the law 

become the ruler (no/moj basileu/j). Authority was placed not in the person of a 

king, in fact it had no single body, but in the abstract form of law. No/moj basileu/j 

takes the place of the human figure.  

 

The significance of Lycurgus’ law is that it remains ‘alive’ in the voice of the city 

magistrates who recite it. Svenbro describes this process as metempsychosis.
87

 A 

magistrate reciting a law does not own or control the law, he is simply lending it his 

breath/life. In this way, the person reciting (and in later times, reading) the text is 

purely the servant who allows the text to inhabit them. In this case, it would be 

more accurate to call it metensomatosis.
88

 The law is embodied within the reader 

and, consequently, in a very real sense, it has a ‘living voice’. 

 

This is essential to our understanding of the function of reading within ancient 

societies. It explains the centrality and importance of the viva vox to a text, whether 

it is written or transmitted by word of mouth. To orally recite a text is to ‘allow’ that 

text to utilise the reciter’s vocal chords; the ‘living voice of the law is heard because 

it uses the lips of the magistrate. Svenbro’s anthropology of reading in ancient 

                                                
86 This point is made by Svenbro: Svenbro, J. 1993:134. 
87 Svenbro, J. 1993:123-144. 
88 “Through metensomatosis, this nomos would become embodied in the persons of the city 

magistrates, its “slaves,” or even in the citizens in general. That is, nomos would inhabit them, 

choosing now one, now another as its vocal instrument, for even if nomos did not have a body of its 

own, its voice had to manifest itself as a real, sonorous, audible voice, not a metaphorical one.” 

Svenbro, J. 1993:160. 
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Greece uses this subservient quality of a reciter to the text. We have seen how the 

reader approaches inscriptions in just the same way. The ‘voice’ of the inscription is 

given life as the reader articulates the sounds of the letters. It also provides an 

alternative understanding of how oral and written modes related to one another; 

writing is seen as simply being an extension (or another way) of transmitting a 

living and active voice. Furthermore, it describes how written texts can become 

operators of abstract (or bodiless) concepts. 

 

5.3. The Decalogue: The voice that is written 

Although it is noted and accepted that there are important differences between the 

Jewish experience and that of the Greeks, the insights into the meta-literary function 

of written texts and the anthropology of reading discussed above can help provide 

some answers (or at least give hints to answers) as to why the Decalogue was 

written down.  

 

The narrative context for the account of Decalogue is that of an emerging nation 

that was seeking to establish its national and religious identity. Furthermore, it was 

also attempting to institute a legislature within a nation that was intended to have no 

bodily king. In order to do this successfully it would have to negotiate a number of 

associated problems. The Decalogue appears to have been a particularly effective 

strategy for surmounting many of these difficulties.  

 

5.3.1. The Decalogue as cultic object 

Similarities between public inscriptions of law in ancient Greece (and other nations) 

and the Decalogue are hard to avoid. We have previously discussed how these 
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inscriptions functioned at different levels. Their primary purpose was, not so much 

to convey information, as to act as a signal of authority (particularly in the case of 

an occupied country) and create a sense of identity. Whether or not the Decalogue 

tablets were initially intended to function in such a manner, the fact that such items 

(the use of stone as cultic markers) were so ‘culturally embedded’ must have given 

them an added power.
89

 Moreover, even as unread blocks of stone, as physical 

reminder of the Sinai event, the tablets would have been a forceful metonymy for 

God.
90

 This also effectively ameliorated the problem of authorial distance. The 

Decalogue, sited at the heart of the nation (in the tabernacle), created a sense of 

Hierheit for the events enacted upon Mt. Sinai. One only needs to point to the 

physical stones in order to indicate the presence of the divine, living at the centre of 

the nation. With breath taking effectiveness, the use of the Decalogue also resolved 

the absence of a king figure, around whom a national identity could be cultivated 

and social control maintained.  

 

In this sense, the Decalogue is working primarily as a symbol. This is not to 

diminish the written content. In fact, it is because of the writing that the tablets 

acquire such symbolic power. Moreover, this symbolic power becomes even greater 

if, as one stream of Jewish tradition holds, the Decalogue is an epitome of the 

whole law.
91

 If this is the case, the stone tablets, as a summarisation, symbolise the 

six hundred or so laws given to Moses. However, to see them simply in this way is 

unsatisfactory as it accentuates a literate mentality (writing as conveying and 

preserving information) and emphasises the aspect of law and legalism. Instead, if 

                                                
89 For example: Gen 28.22; 31.45-8; 35.14; Josh 4.5-7; Judg 6.20. 
90 The ‘writings’ of the scripture would later take over this function. 
91 For a brief discussion of the Jewish tradition that holds the Decalogue as a summary of the law, 

see: Kugel, J. L. 1997:379-310. 
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we make the Covenant (rather than the list of rules) central, it is possible to gain an 

understanding of the tablets that is consonant with a more non-literary approach. 

The law, summarised on the tablets of stone, are key aspects of the Covenant made 

at Sinai between Yahweh and Israel. Consequently, the tablets do not just represent 

the law, but act metonymically for the Covenant. The inscriptions act as a concrete 

manifestation of the Covenant. To see the stones, or the ark in which they were 

contained, was to see physical evidence of the Covenant. 

 

The Decalogue can, therefore, be described as operating on at least two levels. 

There is the national/social level, where it stands for political (in the broadest sense) 

authority and national identity. However, their significance to Israel also lay in their 

being identified as holy. Accordingly, not only were the majority excluded from 

accessing the text by virtue of the fact that they could not read, but they were also 

excluded because they were hidden from sight within the ark. In other words, the 

sense of metonymy with the figure of Yahweh was so strong that they operated as 

cultic objects. 

 

The Decalogue was not the only object to work in this way. In addition to the 

tablets of stone, a number of symbols (Aaron’s rod and the pot of manna) operated 

collectively as a metonymy for God.
92

 However, possibly as a strategy for avoiding 

idolatry or fetishism, it is the written aspect that appears to have become 

increasingly prominent. This could suggest that the attitude towards the Decalogue 

was forming that would later be applied to cultic (Biblical) literature once it had 

been written. However, bearing in mind that those writing the Decalogue account(s) 

                                                
92 Num 17.10; Ex 16.33-4. 
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were fully aware of the status and function of cultic writing, it could reflect 

contemporaneous attitudes to written scripture which was then projected onto the 

Decalogue.  

 

5.3.2. The Decalogue and Metempsychosis 

 It would be misleading to view the stone tablets of the Decalogue solely as inert 

symbols or as a material and objectified shorthand for Yahweh and the Covenant. 

The written inscription on the tablets operates at a far greater level than simply as a 

visual cue that identifies the stones with an event or the divine figure. Svenbro’s 

account of ancient reading practices in Ancient Greece emphasises how intrinsic 

written inscriptions (and by implication the reading of them) were to 

monuments/memorials.
93

 In consequence, this sheds light in relation to the ways in 

which texts could be authoritatively transmitted. However it also shows how the 

readers could actively participate in the ‘authorial’ event, by which I mean that the 

written text acts as a geographical and temporal bridge between the author and the 

reader, so that the reader’s voice becomes that of the author’s at the time of 

composition. It must be noted that any discussion on reading the Decalogue 

inscriptions describes attitudes to written texts rather than historical actuality. It 

must also be reiterated that these attitudes could well reflect later ways of 

approaching (what was becoming) sacred literature. 

 

The resilience of the Decalogue (as a historical fact or as a symbol) within the 

Jewish consciousness demonstrates how successful it was in negotiating a number 

of difficulties that faced the emerging Jewish nation. As a theocratic society, with a 

                                                
93 This is compellingly illustrated by the sixth century BCE memorial to Phrasikleia: Svenbro, J. 

1993:8-25. 
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prohibition against any images representing the divine figure, Israel had to 

overcome a similar problem to that of Lycurgus. Namely, there had to be a means 

of instituting an authoritative power, that is both invisible and, to some extent, 

abstract. Evidence appears to suggest that this was an early concern within early 

Jewish society. If the gap left between two cherubim on the tenth century BCE 

Taanach cult stand was indeed left empty, then it is possible that attempts at 

representing an invisible deity using a ‘negative iconography’, occurred very early 

in Israel’s history.
94

 However, such expressions are limited in their use and, in the 

case of the Taanach cult stand, require the representation of other cultic figures.  

 

The Decalogue inscription cleverly plays on the power of association, without 

contravening the prohibition on images (contained in its own wording). It also, like 

Lycurgus’ law code, had to negotiate the difficulties of identification with a 

particular personality. The case of Numa demonstrates the problems of a law code 

that is identified too strongly with a single individual. Consequently, it was 

important to avoid the figure of Moses being too closely identified with the 

Covenant law. Consequently, the Decalogue (and Covenant) narrative includes the 

account of Moses’ death occurring before the nation finally settled in the Promised 

Land. Moreover, like Lycurgus, the Moses legend also includes the disappearance 

of his body.
95

 Consequently, like Lycurgus’ ashes scattered upon the sea, there 

would be no earthly physical link between the authority of the law and a human 

agency. In this sense, it had become no/moj a0qa/natoj (immortal law) and without 

a body.  

 

                                                
94 J. Glen Taylor notes that it is also possible that a small image of Yahweh was placed in the gap: 

Taylor, J. G. 1994:54 and 58-59. 
95 Deut 34.5-6. 
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One striking difference is that, unlike Lycurgus’ oral code, this law had the visible 

manifestation of its stone inscription. Nevertheless, it was through the mouths of 

those reading or reciting it, that the Covenant would become ‘embodied’ within the 

community. The significance of recitation (from script or memory) concerns the 

words of Yahweh (or the Torah) as ‘viva vox’. The immortal voice of Yahweh is not 

to be seen embodied within the written text, but within the community. The voice of 

God would continue to ring out among the Jewish people as first one and then 

another lent to it their own voices. This process of metempsychosis ensured the 

subordination of the reader to the text so that they become vessels (or instruments) 

to the communication event; their breath passing through their vocal chords was 

given to the service of the divine author. The relatively uncommon use of the 

second person within the Decalogue strengthens the relational aspect and reinforces 

the feeling, among those listening, that they were hearing again the living voice of 

God.
96

   

 

A tripartite relationship is, therefore, occurring between the community, the text 

(written/oral) and Yahweh.
97

 The text is not simply the mediating agency, but is an 

active element which creates a ‘sacred space’ in which humanity can engage with 

the divine. Consequently, the recitation of words is more than the repetition of 

information or the rehearsing of a familiar revelation of ‘Truth’, but signifies an 

ongoing existential encounter.
98

 The text is essentially functioning as scripture.
99

  

                                                
96 Freund notes that most contemporary Near Eastern law codes use a standard third person formula: 

Freund, R. A. 1998:140. 
97 This relationship will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter Seven. 
98 Wilfred Cantwell Smith observes that this phenomenon still occurs in Jewish worship: Cantwell 

Smith, W. 1993:98. I would argue that it also an important element in contemporary Christianity. 
99 Here I am taking Cantwell Smith’s definition of scripture as a text participating within a tri-lateral 

relationship between God and humanity. Cantwell Smith, W. 1993. It must be noted that there are 

other ways of describing what constitutes ‘scripture’, such as Graham’s “celestial” or Heavenly 

book: Graham, W. A. 1989:49-50. 
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5.4. Jewish Scripture in Operation 

This way of understanding a text can be applied to Jewish scripture per se. Low 

literacy rates would result in the creation of a group of ‘gatekeepers’ who, not only 

had access to the texts, but acted as guardians and (importantly) interpreters of the 

words that they read out.
100

 Although the role of the ‘reader’ cannot be overstated, 

the meta-literate function of the text meant that there were numerous points by 

which a non-reader could access the ‘text’, thereby creating a tension between 

public access and exclusive control.  

 

 

5.4.1. Public Access 

It has been argued that low levels of literacy meant that writing down existing oral 

traditions cannot be viewed in terms of a democratisation of the text. Although there 

is, to some extent, a restriction of those who had access to it, this does preclude a 

popular (demotic) level of use. In this respect, access would occur on non-literate 

levels. The use of written texts as cultic objects appears to have been encouraged. 

Such use did not require literacy skills and worked on a more apotropaic level. The 

magical talismanic function of religious written text seems to be a recurring theme 

throughout history.
101

 The participation with the text in its use as a phylactery could 

bring a powerful sense of identity and belonging; it was a symbol of inclusion.
102

  

The fastening written texts to door frames (Mezuzah) can also be seen an 

                                                
100 Although one must be cautious about drawing too many parallels between ancient Greek and 

ancient Hebrew experiences, magistrates of the Greek polis were also expected to be interpreters of 

the law and not just reciters. Thomas, R. 1992 
101 Sathianathan, C. 2002:251-253. 
102 Ex 13.1-10 and 11-16; Deut 6.4-9 and 11.13-21. 
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expression of national solidarity and identity.
103

 Precise dating of when such 

practices began is difficult. Nevertheless, Rabinowitz argues that the earliest 

evidence of this tradition occurs during the Second Temple Period, a time in which 

increasing emphasis was being placed upon the written form.
104

 However, the main 

significance of these practices appears to be meta-literate. Posner describes them as 

“a reminder of God’s commandments and the duty of the Jew to bear witness to his 

God.”
105

 Within Jewish orthodoxy there also appears to be a concern to distance the 

use of phylacteries and mezuzah from any association with magic or superstition.
106

 

Such concerns suggest that this type of association actually occurred. Rabinowitz 

and Posner both note that, for some, both practices have an apotropaic function as 

charms.
107

  

 

The association of a written text with magic is important.
108

 Clarke Sathianathan 

has shown that, particularly among the lower classes in India, there has been a 

pervasive attitude that attributes magical significance to particular pieces of writing. 

However, in some areas, he has observed that this mentality has not been confined 

to the lowest strata of the population, but has been able to co-exist with the 

apparently more ‘rational’ educated classes.
109

 The use of writing in sympathetic 

magical practices among the Jewish community is recorded in Numbers 5.23-4. In 

fact, the use of written inscriptions as charms and amulets seems to have been a 

fairly constant practice within parts of Judaism throughout history.
110

 As the written 

                                                
103 Ex 11.3 and 13; Deut 6.9 and 11.20. 
104 Rabinowitz, L. I. 1971(a):1475. 
105 Posner, R. 1971:907. 
106 Rabinowitz, L. I. 1971(b):903. 
107 Rabinowitz, L. I, 1971(a):1477 and Posner, R. 1972:906. 
108  See in particular Van der Leeuw’s chapter ‘The Written Word’ in Van der Leew, G. 1967:435-

446. For a summary of different types of texts used in magic see: Thomas, R. 1992:20 and 82. 
109 Sathianathan, C. 2002. 
110 Posner, R. 1971:908-911. 
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text began to express higher-cultic associations, it would be expected that such 

attributes be reflected in the actual individual manuscripts, engravings and ostrica. 

The material itself actively conveys something of the divine. The rather enigmatic 

early Christian hermeneiai must, almost certainly, fit into this category and perhaps 

provide an important clue to the polyvalent, literate and meta-literate approach to 

written texts within the early church. 

 

The function of written texts in this way developed and extended the association (or 

metonymy) between writing and God. This meant that a non-literate person could 

easily access the written text. To use the phylactery as an example; its significance 

was far deeper and richer than just the meaning content that was conveyed through 

the letters with which it was written.
111

 The ever closer association between God 

and the written words, as the ‘Word of the Lord’ or scripture, served to foster and 

then reinforce this perception of the written as something sacred and special. 

 

In this sense, ownership and participation of the cultic texts was possible without 

the need to access them with literary skills. The oral recitation allowed the 

individual and communities to propagate, through metempsychosis, the viva vox of 

the text. The metonymy of the written form, used in meta-literary ways, emphasised 

the tangible and concrete relationship between the community and the divine. If this 

is the case, it is possible to understand apparent graphocentric appeals to scripture, 

in the form “It is written”, not as simple proof texts for particular information or 

arguments, but as an identification of the Covenantal relationship between the 

individual/community and God. In other words, not “X, Y and Z are wrong because 

                                                
111 Rabinowitz states that sometimes these items were so small, that only abbreviated forms, often 

just initial letters, were written. Consequently, one could often not actually read what was written, it 

could only act as a prompt for oral recitation. Rabinowitz, L. I. 1971(b):898-904. 
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it is written that X, Y and Z are wrong,” but, “ Because X, Y and Z are written as a 

concrete and visible representation of the Covenant relationship of which I (the 

speaker) am a participant, I will not participate in X,Y and Z.” The recitation is 

more than countering one ‘fact’ against another; it is an explicit identification with 

all that the scriptures symbolise.   

 

The public reading of the scripture would also operate on a number of levels. The 

Hierheit quality of the text as it is unrolled and laid out before the congregation 

creates a sacred space where any sense of temporal or spatial disjunction between 

the divine author (and institutor of the Covenant) and the hearer is bridged.
112

 The 

recitation would, through metempsychosis, breathe life into the words in order to 

make them ‘viva vox’. The hearer is in the presence of and listening to the author of 

the words. 

 

5.4.2. Restricted Access 

It has been emphasised that, although low literacy rates meant that much of the 

population would be unable to read the written texts, this would not necessarily 

inhibit ownership of and identity with the Text itself (Text being that which lies 

behind the written form; see Section 1.3). Furthermore, as a written form it could 

function on a number of levels that were significant culturally, religiously and 

politically. A fuller engagement with the Text would also be enabled through the 

systems of ‘oral-performative’ tradition and teaching.
113

 In this respect, the 

existence of written texts, although subsidiary to the place of the ‘Text’ within the 

Jewish consciousness, heightened its significance by enabling it to function as a 

                                                
112 This is developed further in Chapter Seven.  
113 The use of the plural is deliberate as Jaffee demonstrates: Jaffee, M. 2001. 
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potent religious symbol and metonymy for the Covenant and God.   

 

Nevertheless, a consequence of setting an oral text in writing is to restrict (or 

control) those who have access (those who are literate) to it.
114

 This is significant in 

the light of Kugel’s identification of a qualitative shift in the post-exilic Jewish 

perception of its scriptures. This shift is characterised by an ever closer association 

between the image of the written scroll and the notion of the ‘Word of God’.
115

 As a 

consequence, the Word of God becomes reified in the concrete form of the 

manuscript. In other words, the mode that the Text takes becomes as important as 

(and is intrinsically identified with) the Text that it contains. At the same time, what 

is signified as the Word of God expands to include other literature and not just the 

Pentateuch.
116

 Secondly, there is an increasing emphasis upon the need to interpret 

scriptures in order to find their “hidden meaning”.
117

 Consequently, the ‘proper’ 

handling of the scriptures begins to be dependent upon those who, can not only read 

the text, but possess the ‘right’ interpretation of it. As Schniedewind observes, in 

post-exilic Israel, “we begin to see the emerging importance of the written word and 

the priest-scribe.”
118

 This scribal group can be described as the guardians of the 

text.
119

 

 

It is essential to recognise that it is the scribes’ role as readers rather than writers 

that is important. Drawing upon the insights of Svenbro, it has been shown that it is 

the reader who actively engages (and becomes subordinate) to the written text. It is 

                                                
114 However, a similar argument can also be put forward for the oral mode, see Section 4.3.2.  
115 Kugel refers to the scroll images of Ez 2.10 and Zech 5.2-3: Kugel, J. L. 1986:18-19. 
116 See: Schniedewind, W. M. 1995:130-162. 
117 Kugel, J. L. 1986:59-60. 
118 Schniedewind, W. M. 1995:161. 
119 A rather conscious allusion to Kim Haines-Eitzen: Haines-Eitzen, K. 2000. 
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through their voices that dead letters are transformed into a living voice. This role 

of proclaiming or reading out is further developed when there is the need to 

properly interpret the text. By the time of Nehemiah, the role of reading scripture, 

by scribes such as Ezra, necessarily also includes ‘giving sense’ to the text for 

proper understanding.
120

 The reader is not a passive mouthpiece, or conduit between 

author and hearer, but involves an engagement with the text as exegete.  

 

The Grammateus (and the more common translation, scribe) tends to be primarily 

associated with the act of writing. This might partly be the result of our interest in 

their roles as textual transmitters. Furthermore, within Classical Greek the 

understanding of the scribe as a secretary who is predominantly involved in writing 

appears to have been long established.
121

 However, as Svenbro demonstrates, their 

precursors were the ones that read out the law, breathing life into the dead letters. 

Furthermore, the Jewish context is different to that of ancient Greece. The texts 

being dealt with here are not bureaucratic in nature, but cultic. Although, their role 

included that of copyist, they seemed to develop as experts of ‘the writings’, not 

only reading them out, but as their interpreters.
122

 These scribes were effectively 

religious practitioners. This hermeneutic aspect of scribal activity is reflected in the 

words of the scribe Ben Sira: 

[The scribe] seeks out the wisdom of all the ancients 

      and is concerned with prophecies; 

he preserves the sayings of the famous 

      and penetrates the subtleties of parables; 

he seeks out the hidden meanings of proverbs 

                                                
120 For example Neh 8.8. See also Ezra 7.6 and 10. 
121 See: Gomme, A. W. 1970:476. 
122 Schams, C. 1998:303-304. See also Weingreen for a more differentiated picture of scribal 

activity: Weingreen, J. 1976. 
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      and is at home with the obscurities of parables.
123

  

 

The main sources of contention presented in the Gospels between the figure of 

Jesus and the grammateus concern matters of textual interpretation. Consequently, 

it might be more helpful to view the grammateus as primarily a reader rather than 

writer.
124

 Initially he would allow the voice of the sacred text to ‘live’ through his 

voice. This role would later be developed so that, as an expert in exegetically 

unlocking the meaning of the text, he would be able to correctly locate and then 

accurately articulate the text’s true (and hidden) living voice. In other words, the 

role of the grammateus is expected, not simply to copy, but to involve an active 

engagement with the text itself.
125

  

 

If this is the case, there are clear implications concerning the written transmission of 

the texts. To some extent, the picture of the grammateus passively copying 

manuscripts needs to be revised. Our perception of textual transmission must reflect 

the active element of engagement with the text by the copyist. This appears to have 

resulted in a certain fluidity of early textual transmission. Vermes prefers to 

describe those involved in producing some of the Dead Sea Scrolls as “redactor-

copyists”.
126

 The Septuagint appears to be a prime example of such a tension 

between maintaining literal accuracy and the creation of freer interpretations to 

explicate meaning. Accordingly, some of the less literal translations have been 

described as not only free, but “even periphrastic” in character and “imply an 

                                                
123 Sirach 39.1-3. RSV translation. 
124 Reader perhaps suffers the same problems as ‘scribe’ and could also cause confusion with the 

office of Reader. Therefore, it might be more helpful to translate grammateus as ‘man (sic) of 

letters’ - even that’s a bit literary - or perhaps ‘textist’.  
125 This point is becoming increasingly acknowledged. Ehrman, B. D. 1993. and Haines-Eitzen, K. 

2000. 
126 Vermes, G. 1987:24 
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extensive exegetical interest.”
127

  

 

It must be remembered that what is being discussed concerns the individual 

qualities of a particular written text. It describes a trajectory that is unique to itself. 

The variety of texts which begin to form the scriptures encompasses religious, 

moral, social and nationalistic interests. It has a central and overriding influence 

within the Jewish consciousness. Josephus specifically identifies education with 

observing the Law and keeping the “rules of piety”.
128

 Furthermore, where other 

literature (non-canonical) does exist, they too reflect the concerns of the scriptures. 

Consequently, there is a divergence between the Hellenistic and Roman literature 

and the written texts produced in Israel. The scribal system must, therefore, be seen 

within this context. This begs a number of questions concerning the grammateus 

within the early Church. Caution must be exercised against drawing too many 

parallels between the literature that functioned as sacred scripture within the Jewish 

religion and the literature produced within the early Christian communities.
129

  

 

Making such a judgement is even more difficult as most of our knowledge of how 

written material (notably the scriptures) functioned within Israel is viewed through 

post-70CE eyes. Although this is pure speculation on my part, just as there appears 

to be a shift in how Israel approached its scriptures after the exile (with reference to 

Kugel), I feel that post 70CE, with its concomitant loss of religious structures and 

possessions, another climactic shift occurred which further reinforced the centrality 

                                                
127 Tov, E. 1981:63. 
128 Apion 1.60. This is consonant with the Biblical notion of education to create a distinct “people of 

God” (Deut 4.10 and 6.7). 
129 Central to this issue are: In what ways were the early Christian documents perceived and by 

whom were they copied? However, Kim Haines-Eitzen rightly acknowledges the effect of Christian 

literature taking the role of sacred writing upon scribal activity: Haines-Eitzen, K. 2000:124-126. 
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of the written form to Jewish national and religious identity.
130

 It seems that what 

was slowly evolving (a tighter control over the form of the written text), was 

accelerated, giving rise to the adoption of a ‘pointed’ text through to the proto-

Masoretic text. This trend towards controlling the text would eventually find its 

culmination a couple of centuries later with highly controlled Masoretic text. 

Unfortunately, these changes and the later attitudes to the written text somewhat 

overshadow and colour the way in which we view how earlier ages perceived and 

handled their scriptures.
131

 If the events after the Jewish War did result in a 

redefining of attitudes to the scriptures within Judaism, we must face the possibility 

that it was not shared by early Christianity (particularly if by this time it was parting 

from Judaism).  

 

The subsequent use of the scriptures reflects the issue of control. As has been 

mentioned, the practice of writing down the text in a nation that initially had a 

relatively low literacy rate effectively restricted the number of people that had 

access to it. It seems unlikely to have been the primary reason for committing the 

text to writing. The oral tradition continued and flourished.
132

 However, as the 

interpretive role of the grammateus developed, a tightening of control over the text 

would have occurred. In this respect, those that had access became the gatekeepers 

or guardians of the text.  

 

 

                                                
130 Kugel argues that the shift in the Jewish perception of its scriptures within post-exilic Israel was 
due to the socio-historic conditions of the time. See his chapter “The Messiness of History” in: 

Kugel, J. L. 1986:40ff. 
131 On a purely anecdotal level, I got into hot water with an orthodox Rabbi, by suggesting that the 

Torah might have changed over the years since it was written. 
132 Gerhardsson demonstrates, not just the extent of the Jewish oral tradition, but also the strategies 

used to control it. Gerhardsson, B. 1998. 
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5.5. Christian access to its written texts 

This chapter has shown that, although low literacy levels restricted access to written 

texts, it did not totally prevent active engagement with it and even the feeling of 

ownership. It may be more accurate to say that low literacy levels restricted the type 

of access familiar to those with a ‘Western’, graphocentric mindset. In other words, 

we need to recognise that texts operated differently and were consequently accessed 

in different ways. Issues of scribal control notwithstanding, (written and oral) texts 

were perceived to be ‘owned’ as much through aural engagement as through oral 

recitation/proclamation.  

 

In the light of this, the emphasis of this chapter has been to examine these points of 

textual access. However, before we investigate the Christian setting in more detail, 

it is important to acknowledge that early Christianity instituted structures that were 

eminently suitable to maximise access to its written texts. Strategies for missionary 

expansion appeared to have involved the use of missionaries who, on departing the 

newly established community, left behind them a codex containing significant 

writing(s). Recognition of this system of textual dissemination is not new and 

indicates the central focus of Christianity on its texts. However, in addition to the 

more graphocentric functions (reference and information), it is important to see this 

system as enabling wider access, in terms of a multivalent engagement with the 

text. In this way, even the non- and semi-literate members of the community could 

identify with, and gain a sense of ownership of the Christian texts.             
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